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allotted to that particular life-span, though sometimes, at
a later stage in evolution, he is guided to a particular place
for the exercise of the faculties and qualities which are
already developed in him but which are required for
helping others.
He is placed where he can come into relationship
with egos related to him in the past. A country is chosen
where the conditions are suitable for his capacities, a race
selected of which the characteristics resemble some of his
faculties, and a family found with a physical heredity suit-
able for his physical constitution to work out his karma
allotted for that life. Thus t( the accident of birth is no
accident at all, but just an inevitable result of causes,
attractions, affinities, set up by an ego, during his past
lives, which impel him, when he is ripe for rebirth, to that
incarnation which is best fitted to give them physical
expression ".
Sometimes an ego after having gained certain men-
tal faculties is given some task of an uncongenial nature.
If ignorant of karma, he will perform his distasteful duties
grudgingly and think regretfully of his (t wasted talents,
while that fool X is in a much higher position "; but he
should " chafe not at Karma, nor at nature's changeless
laws??, and should realise that X has to learn his lesson
there, and that he himself having learnt it would gain no-
thing by repeating it, and should set himself to learn the new
lesson by addressing himself contentedly to the uncongenial
task, seeking to understand what it has to teach him.
Again, an ego wanting to help in a larger work
finds himself encumbered with family duties. If ignorant
of Karma, he frets against his bonds, or even breaks them,
not knowing that he is thereby ensuring their return in
future. The knower of Karma will see in these duties the

